SOLUTION BRIEF

Object Storage for Life Sciences
Challenge:

Technology is driving discovery in the realm of genomics research. The
first obstacle to better understanding the human genome was sequencing
the genome. After several generations of sequencing technology, we are
capable of sequencing hundreds of thousands of genomes per year and
that number is expected to double each year -- reaching an estimated 1.6
million genomes by 2017 [1].
Generating and using such sequencing requires compute power, storage,
and availability. For example, one Illumina HiSeq X Ten can generate
130TB of raw sequence data each month. Raw data is not useful until it is
consolidated, aligned, and packaged, all of which further increases storage
requirements. Additionally, with the increased data, access patterns have
also intensified, meaning processing times become more of an issue.
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BENEFITS
• Single Namespace
• Manage Massive Growth
• Create Efficient Workflows
• Enable Collaboration
• Keep Data for Decades

SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS

Ability to process more data more quickly
Data lacks metadata / “search-ability”
Data management policies need to be agreed upon
Interrupted HPC jobs can become very disruptive
Multiple storage pools increase complexity

Solution:
The majority of genomics research data is “unstructured,” meaning that
it does not have a pre-defined data model and is typically stored as a file
rather than an entry in a database (structured data). Traditional storage is
not the answer to the tremendous growth -- current architectures have
bottlenecks and limitations, particularly with an influx of many small files.
On the other hand, SwiftStack Object Storage is well suited to these
genomics data storage needs, while delivering a superior TCO. Using the
most modern architecture and design, SwiftStack Object Storage has been
built to deliver scale-out storage without the technology lock-in normally
associated with traditional storage solutions. SwiftStack can easily support
the output of next generation sequences and meet the availability needs
of high-performance computer (HPC) clusters.

CAPTURE
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PROCESS

COLLABORATE

PRESERVE
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Use Case: Storage for Sequencing Workflows
During the sequencing process there are various storage
and compute workflows that are used in order to generate
a genome sequence. Let’s take a look at how SwiftStack
Object Storage fits into each stage of the workflow.

Stage 1: Sequencing
This is where the first storage challenge comes in. With a
fully-running set of 10 Illumina HiSeq X sequencers, 4.6
million BCL files are generated in a 3-day run. The HiSeq
X Ten System produces up to 13TB across 20 million files
over this period. This process requires the following
storage characteristics:
Small-file Ingest: SwiftStack is architected to
distribute data across many devices in a storage
cluster, which provides high throughput ingest of
lots of small files over the course of multiple, backto-back sequencing runs.
Highly durable writes: As data is streaming from
multiple sequencers, the storage system must be
able to support a continuous ingest rate. Writes
are fully durable with SwiftStack either with
multiple replicas or erasure codes. When a write
is acknowledged, a durable write is complete.runs.

in the reference genome. The output from this process
is a large file, which can take a long time to write and
read from a storage system. SwiftStack supports largefile format that chunks up objects into smaller segments
making it possible to quickly load data in parallel.

Stage 4: Variant Calling
The previously generated large file is analyzed to find
differences or variants, between the sample genome
that was sequenced and the reference genome that the
sample was aligned against. This process requires the
storage system to support high throughput and large
file upload/download. SwiftStack supports a standard
method to upload a single file via multiple chunks, which
can also be used to do a multi-threaded download of
large objects so they can be quickly transferred.

Stage 5: Distribution and Collaboration
Researchers and clinicians need methods to get this data
that are efficient, secure, fast, and compatible with their
workflow. Distribution and collaboration require the
following storage characteristics:

Integration: The workstation attached to a
sequencer will either speak native object APIs
or will present a filesystem (CIFS) mount point.
SwiftStack integrates directly with a native object
API and supports filesystem access.

Stage 2: Raw Data Processing
A compute cluster or large server is used to consolidate
the BCL data into a FASTQ file, which summarizes
individual base calls and their associated quality scores
for each read. This process requires the storage system to
support high throughput and small file reads. Each node
in the compute cluster will be reading different sections
of BCL files, which can place a lot of strain on a traditional
file-based storage system. SwiftStack scales horizontally
for read requests and are distributed across the system,
increasing performance.

Stage 3: Genome Assembly/Alignment
During the alignment processing DNA sequences from
the FASTQ files are aligned to the best-matching positions

Multi-Region: SwiftStack is architected to
distribute data across many devices in a storage
cluster, which provides high throughput ingest of
lots of small files over the course of multiple, backto-back sequencing runs.
Authenticated Access: As data is streaming from
multiple sequencers, the storage system must be
able to support a continuous ingest rate. Writes
are fully durable with SwiftStack either with
multiple replicas or erasure codes. When a write
is acknowledged, a durable write is complete.runs.
Multiple Download Methods: The workstation
attached to a sequencer will either speak native
object APIs or will present a filesystem (CIFS)
mount point. SwiftStack integrates directly with a
native object API and supports filesystem access.
Rich Metadata: SwiftStack can store metadata
associated with each object enabling consumers of
the data to index and query the metadata for quick
retrieval.

(1) http://www.technologyreview.com/news/531091/emtech-illumina-says-228000-human-genomes-will-be-sequenced-this-year/
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